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Meet the Team
With over 50 years combined
experience in the industry, our
staff can help you with engineered solutions and the selection of products to suit your
requirements.
We have a team of 6 in the
Electrical BU across our three
branches (Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch) who are
highly knowledgeable on the full
range of electrical products we
supply.
To learn more about Eurotec
and the team, visit our website
and Follow the Electrical BU
Showcase Page on LinkedIn
for regular updates and product
information.
Click here to learn more
about the Eurotec team.

www.eurotec.co.nz

Electrical Business Unit Update
The Electrical Business Unit of
Eurotec Limited is focused on the
supply of quality electrical products
for many industrial, commercial and
domestic applications. These include
controls for temperature, pressure,
liquid level, flow and many others.
We have a dedicated team of experienced and knowledgeable sales
engineers with a focus on customer
service. We are able to support our
customers with the right product and
solution for their application.
In the Industrial sector, our leading
brands include Trafag (Pressure and
temperature controls from Switzerland), Alre (Temperature controls
from Germany) Benedikt & Jaeger
(Motor controls from Austria) and
Kubler (Level controls also from
Switzerland). We are also able to offer products from a number of other
quality European manufacturers in
support of the above, including; Texelco (Audible and visual warning

devices), Giovenzana (Foot & Limit
switches and crane controls) and Alfa
(Switchboard temperature controls)
To name just a few.
For the Commercial sector, Wattstopper is our flagship range of lighting
controls. Wattstopper has been in
New Zealand for over 20 years and is
a market leader for occupancy sensors
and daylight harvesting controls. We
are also able to offer other products in
this sector for temperature & humidity
control.
When it come to the Domestic market,
Orbis and CoCo (Controlled Comfort)
are the ranges that offer great solutions for energy saving and home automation, including wireless controls.
Orbis, from Spain, offer a good range
of innovative movement sensors and
DIN rail mounted products including
time clocks and kWh meters. CoCo,
from Holland, produce a great range
of wireless control solutions for many
applications in the home.

Product News
Upcoming Events

ENGINEERING, MACHINERY & ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION

The EMEX Tradeshow 2014 is New
Zealand’s premier tradeshow for
the Manufacturing, Engineering,
Machinery, Electronics and Technology Industries.
The Electrical BU, headed up by
Shaun Nelson and with the support of his team, will be showcasing a wide range of industrial
products for applications including, pressure, level, temperature
and motor control.
We also supply audible & visual
warning devices, crane pendant
controls, foot & limit switches and
control panel accessories for heat
and cooling.
The European manufacturers represented include, Trafag and KSR
Kubler from Switzerland, Alre and
Benning from Germany, Benedict
from Austria, Relpol from Poland
as well as MAC3, Giovenzana, Texelco and Alfa from Italy.
Come and visit the Eurotec Ltd
stand (no. 3000) Please stop by,
we’d love to discuss your next
project.
27th-29th May at the Auckland
ASB Showgrounds.

Contact Eurotec:
AK: 09-579-1990
CH: 03-366-0017
WN: 04-499-3591

Product Showcase
TEXELCO
Audible and Visual Warning
Devices.
TEXELCO is Eurotecs Italian partner for warning lights and electronic sounders. This innovative
manufacturer offers the T370
(fig.3) range of stackable tower lights and sounders (fig.2), the
B180 (fig.1) range of warning beacons and sounders as well as the
S600 range of beacons.
•Visual Indicators;
Steady and flashing lights. T370
with multifunction LED’s for
programmable functions including
a simulated rotating beacon.
•Audio Indicators;
Standalone and combination units
(with LED warning lights). Single
tone and up 16 tone multi-tone
sounders.
•Full Size Beacons;
The S600 series beacons measure

115 Ø x 205mm IP65 with steady,
flashing or rotating options.
•Mounting Accessories:
The T370 and B180 have a
complete range of mounting
tubes, bases and wall brackets.
•Replacement Lamps;
Many of the light modules use a
replaceable BA15d LED lamp. The
lamp colour must be co-ordinated
with the lens colour for the best
colour rendition and visibility over
the longest range.
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Visit our website:

Click to View our Online Catalogue
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